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Executive summary: Revision points 

◆Our Mid-term plan (7/2019〜6/2022) released in 

8/2019 to be revised due to drastic changes in 

economic and industries triggered by COVID-19.

◆We should keep EBITDA target but reset term.

Target: consolidated basis

10B yen EBITDA & more than 10% of EBITDA ratio

(EBITDA 10 billion is equivalent to operating income of 9 billion yen)

- Would reset Term by the end of this fiscal year

- Balancing profitability and portfolio

◆No change in Mid-term Management policy

We should focus on Engineer staffing, as followed
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Focus on Engineer staffing

◆Concentrate our resources on Engineer staffing

◆Would continue investors return policy

◆Importance on SDGs and ESG

3

① Enhance EV (Engineer Value)model to improve  

operations and profitability. (current EBITDA/sales 13%)

② M&A in Engineers industry (Planned 10 to 20BYen)

① Have increased dividend for 8 consecutive years.  

② Plan to increase dividend in this fiscal year and on.

① Continue fair disabled persons employment  

② Flexible treatment on employees, such as special  

allowance for all domestic employees we did in Q4.
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Our View (Growth Image & Portfolio )
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70%

Mid Target

Sales
54%

11%

35%

FY20.6 result

Sales

59%

11%

30%

⻑期FY21.6 forecast

Sales

 Focus on Engineer staffing and seeking Domestic M&A opportunities

 Manufacturing: focusing on profitability (4-5%) and pursuing stable growth

 Overseas (UK): stabilize profitability and aiming to improve margins (MIX Cng)

Engineer staffing

Manufacturing staffing

Overseas

Growth of Engineer staffing, changing sales portfolio to improve profitability

EBITDA: over ¥10bn

EBITDA

Margin: 7.2%

EBITDA

Margin: 7.7%
EBITDA

Margin: more than 10%
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Our View (our goal and focusing area)

∎ Our long-term goal is to be a global human resources services company. 

∎ Realized  growth from new portfolio  of  "IT & software" and "overseas" business since June/2015
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∎ We will not expand and invest overseas for the time being and will focus on expanding and investing in 

the domestic engineer field on the current situations.

Staffing/Subcontracting

IoT･AI

54

8

15
2
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(B)Market segment

(A)Resions

O
verseas

（mature staffing m
arket

）

D
om

estic

Engineer
IT/software

Engineer
mechanical & electricalManufacturing

FY15.6

FY20.6※

EBITDA

EBITDA

Special allowance paid in Jun 2020 was excluded 
(Engineer: ¥0.25bn、Manufacturing:¥0.07bn)

Total:¥1.7bn

Total:¥6.5bn
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Our View (Business portfolio as of now)
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(B)Market segment

Staffing･Subcontracting

Employment placement

Non-engineer

Non-worker

IoT･AIManufacturing

(A)Resions

O
verseas

Im
m

atured

BeNEXT
Technologies BeNEXT

Solutions

M&A in Nov 2019

AXIS CREATE

MTrec

Quattro

M&A in Aug 2016

M&A in Aug 2018

Gap
M&A in Dec 2017

BeNEXT
Partners

Vietnum:Le&Associates(持分適用)

China:Shangdong

China:Guangzhou

China
:Shanghai

Indonesia

Box size depicted according to size of 

EBITDA in FY20

M&A in Jul 2015
M&A in Mar 2017
Merged in Jul 2019

∎ In addition to organic growth, we expanded IT software and UK business through M&A. 

O
verseas

（mature staffing m
arket

）

D
om

estic

Engineer
IT/software

Engineer
mechanical & electrical
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∎ Domestic Engineer staffing market is adjusting or landing period for further growth.  

∎ Expect stable demand of engineer staffing.

• 10〜15％
growth per year

Expected consecutive 
growth pre COVID-19

• Landing from 4/2020

expecting
stable growth

 Almost NO change in basic industrial structure and labor trends. 

－ Shorter Develop. cycle

－ New needs in ICT

－ New technologies require engineers

－ Decrease young labors, Increase career mobility

－ Engineer staffing is a part of customers projects

 Less needs on entry level engineers

 Selective needs on skilled engineers

 New normal engineering model such as remote working and 

short-time working hours 

∎ We, BENEXT group supports manufacturing and software companies by supplying 

appropriate engineers in short-mid term, to meet changes in the industries and 

technologies.

出所︓⽮野経済研究所｢人材ビジネスの現状と展望2019年版｣を基に当社作成

Our View (Engineer staffing market)

Market size: Engineer staffing (¥tn)

FY14 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22

Source: Human Resources Business 2019 by Yano Research Institute Ltd.

〜Mar 2020
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Domestic Engineer staffing EBITDA & EBITDA/SALES
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Margin level of Peer group in the engineer 

staffing industry

Target

FY16 FY17
FY18

FY19

FY19
(Revised

)

FY20

FY20
(Revised)

FY21
Plan

∎ Engineer Staffing drives consolidated EBITDA and Profitability

∎ EBITDA/SALES 14%+ in FY2019、Recovery in 2H this Fiscal Year, then expect further growth in 

next year and thereafter.

Prioritize sales growth 

while maintaining 

margin to a certain 

level from FY22

*Regarding profit margin adjustments

FY19 ~ 20 includes group-wide costs (corresponding to HD company function) in the engineering 

field, and since they were separated from FY21 by HD ("others"), they are roughly adjusted for 

the purpose of trend comparisons.

Increased sales and improved margins until FY19

EBITDA by segment (¥100mn)

plan

Manufacturing

Engineer

Overseas

Others

Engineer seg: EBITDA Margin

Sales (¥100mn)
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① EV (Engineer Value) Model 1
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Visualize engineer’s “value”

Collect data concerning each engineer in a variety of areas, 

such as skill, experience, achievement and client’s evaluation.

Use a smart phone site targeting engineers to increase the 

convenience and collect their detailed data, such as their 

technological strength, career orientation, preferable 

workplace,                        to help conduct AI analysis. 

Deepen engineer’s “possibility”

Make full use of web-based interview and marketing tools. 

Enhance specialization by 

dividing sales process into smaller sub-processes and 

assigning specialists to each sub-process. Thus, improve 

the accuracy of proposals both for jobs and engineers. 

Raise utilization rates of newly hired and re-assigned 

workers.

Improve engineer’s “value”

Build a mechanism, using HR Tech or other technologies to help 

upgrade engineers’ skills according to their visualized abilities, 

problems and orientation. 

Develop a placement plan according to an engineer’s skill level and 

properly charge fees based on market evaluation (staffing unit 

price, etc.).

Satisfy engineer’s “dream & demand”

Adopt a performance appraisal and employment type that are 

suitable for Engineer/Technology segment to adeptly respond 

to diversity and work-style changes 

Have award programs, pay raise and bonus plans, training 

programs in place to help engineers feel motivated to work 

better and feel proud of themselves.

Have engineers challenge to the Next Progress

by creating appropriate opportunities

EV model (EV: Engineer value)

Incorporate engineers’ training cycle and progress into business model.

Aiming to increase share in engineer staffing through progress of EV model
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① EV (Engineer Value) Model 2
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∎ To blend EV model to operations

Catch Engineers

status
Promote Engineers

skills and so on 

Settle mis-matching

Past: experiences

Now: Skill sets, Jobs status 

Customers valuation

Future: Hope, Challenge

Career training and interview on engineer 

by engineer 

• Matching job 

• Charge up & Shift up on matching

Price、Engineers Satisfaction, Profitability、Retire-R、inc.engineers

■EV model

cycle

■Programs on 

duty

■Tools on duty

Skills development course
・Skills inventory

・PDCA 2/ year

Monthly Report

engineers make 

monthly report

Be-CONnect
・BeNext to Customers 

communication tool

・Contract renewal and comments 

on engineers

+

E-Learning Award 

program

Bonus program

Smart phone for all 

engineers
Engineers potal site

Remote interviewing

Skills database
AI analysis
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① EV (Engineer Value) Model 3
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∎ The EV model is applied  by BeNEXT value creation story,  to engineers.

BeNEXT Value Creation Story

SDGs items
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② M&A strategy
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∎ 6Byen of M&A in engineer field and earn 1.2Byen of OP margin, Keep investing.

■accumulated 

investment

■M&A (Sales)
(FY20)

■M&A (OP)
(FY20)

6B

6.3B

14.5B

28.7B

1.25B

0.62B

* 1GBP = ¥135

※Mainly IT/Software related

M&A 

Another 10-20Byen

OP 2-4Byen*

*including after M&A OP

Engineer

Engineer

Engineer

Overseas

Overseas

Overseas
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Engineer staffing : Growth concepts 
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 Rename the brand to “BeNEXT” which expresses 

future-oriented mindset.

 Raise the brand awareness among both job-seeking 

engineers and prospective job seekers and thus 

increase recruiting and utilization rates. 

Targeting engineers from those with little work 

experience to those experienced, aiming to be a 

company willing to move up to the “NEXT Progress”

“BeNEXT” philosophy is accepted and empathized in 

M&A.

 Focus on M&A in Engineeri/ Technology segment 

By introducing know-hows such as engineers’ recruitment and 

matching at an early phase, it is possible to proceed to an 

organic growth phase after M&A.

 We will choose the target company for M&A on our investment 

standards and increase the profitability. 

 Based on good financial positions, raise a credit line from 

financial institutions. Use it to pay back interest bearing debts 

and increase funding flexibility. 

 Through business alliance and investment, expand business in 

growing areas of new technologies or new industries that 

creates another demand for engineers. Be involved in open 

innovations for next generations, including HR Tech and other 

technologies designed to help engineers to get hired and 

upgrade their skills.

Branding M&A and Business alliance
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Other viewpoints as a Corporate
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＜Privious＞
We have adopted EBITDA as one of the 

appropriate indicators of the sustainable growth 

of our business and will continue to explain it in 

IR. 

Considering and preparing to shift to IFRS as 

EBITDA approximates operating income in IFRS
We have increased dividend for 8 years in a 

row up to FY2019.
We will return profits to shareholders in 
proportion to the level of business 
performance.

Plan to increase the dividend by 5% in FY21

We recognize the growth rate of EPS as an 
important indicator of shareholder value.                 
On the precondition of sustainable profit 
improvement, we would like to increase the 
flexibility in shareholder return, including 
stock buy-backs, in order to ensure of 
sustainable improvement of shareholder 
value.

As in the mid-term management plan of Aug 

2019

"Dividends" is the main means of returning 

profits to shareholders, and "acquisition of 

treasury stock" is also considered depending 

on the situation.

Expedite shifting business operations on  

“with Corona virus” and recovery of 

performance first. 

Postpone IFRS implementation after recovery.

*EBITDA will be used as our main KPI

Reconsider the transition period to IFRS

＜Revised＞

Introduction of IFRS Shareholder Return
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This material is intended to provide an explanation of our business and is not intended to 

solicit investments in securities issued by us.

The estimates and projections contained in these materials are based on our judgment at the 

time this materials were prepared, and we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information. 

The information is subject to change without prior notice.

Please be advised that we and the information provider will not be liable for any damage 

caused by this information.

Contact: Benex Group Investor Relations Office

TEL:03-5777-7727 E-mail: ir-bnt@benext.jp

Disclaimer


